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Environmental pollution is a global problem and it’s fair to adopt all the 
needed measures for its reduction. All industrial sectors must be involved 
in improving the environmental performance of the whole produc-
tive system, promoting a fair and sustainable economic development at 
worldwide level.

The global approach is of paramount importance. It needs to move to-
wards a “Paretan Optimum”, which in this case is represented by the im-
provement of the environmental performance of an industrial sector or 
of a country, without worsening those of the others. A different approach 
would lead to the failure of every effort to reduce overall emissions, and 
could be even harmful for the whole system, producing distortions of the 
market.  

Worldwide market is totally globalised. The quick diffusion of the eco-
nomic crisis we are facing is just the clearest evidence.

The E-Economy Network is linking on line all regional markets in a 
single, huge, global market where it’s possible to exchange goods coming 
from every part of the planet. Moreover, then it is needed the physical 
transport of the goods and the Shipping, moving around 90% of inter-
national traffics, represents the crucial heart of the worldwide economic 
and productive system.   
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In spite of its strategic role, Shipping is not exempt from the environmen-
tal problem. Shipping can and needs to further improve its environmental 
performances. Besides, due to the deployment of larger and larger vessels, 
with higher capacity intake, with hulls and engines more efficient, during 
last decades Shipping has significantly reduced polluting emissions per unit 
transported, representing today the more sustainable transport mode. 

For instance, newest RoRo vessels reduced their CO
2
 emissions per unit 

transported by around 70% compared to RoRo vessels built in the ‘80s.
In the same period, CO

2
 emissions per unit transported produced by 

trucks Euro 4 compared to those Euro 0 reduced only by 26%, being today 
anyway more than double compared to RoRo vessel emissions.

Further environmental improvements of the Shipping are possible 
and desirable, but the approach that is being used and the poorly trans-
parent background in which institutions are operating, it is generating 
huge confusion and worrying.   

E.U. is pushing IMO to intervene within 2009 to reduce CO
2 
emissions 

of the sector, anticipating its direct intervention if nothing will be done 
or if measures adopted will be considered not sufficient.  

Instruments to be adopted are not defined yet: Emissions Trading Sys-
tem or Levy plus Compensation Fund seem to be under evaluation. The 
only certainty is that these instruments will represent a further cost for 
the Shipping. 

At the same time, IMO updated Marpol Annex VI, fixing new limits to 
the sulphur content of the fuel to be used in ECA area and at global level, 
with different timetables. 

The final implementation of the new limits, will impose starting from 
2020-2025 the utilization at global level of fuel with sulphur contents 
within 0,5%.

In ECA areas, presently Baltic Sea and North Sea, in which limits for 
NOx emissions are fixed too, starting from 2015 it will be possible to use 
only fuel with sulphur content at 0,1%, that is Marine Diesel Oil. 

These new sulphur content limits represent a huge criticism for Ship-
ping Companies that are mainly operating in the two ECA areas. 

In fact, at current prices, Marine Gasoil is costing the 50% more com-
pared the fuel presently used. This cost difference tends to broaden expo-
nentially when petroleum price increase. Few months ago, when petro-
leum recorded its maximum price, marine gasoil was costing up to 180% 
compared to Low Sulphur IFO.

The additional costs that new limits fixed for sulphur content could 
generate are so enormous that will significantly alter production costs 
and consequently tariffs applied to the Clients.

Industrial Companies located in these areas are very concerned about 
this issue, as clearly demonstrated by the strong opposition to the IMO 
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“road map” by the main Baltic Exporters of paper and forest industry, that 
would see the competitiveness of their products definitely damaged.

Consequences would be dramatic as well for the Med Area, if Mediter-
ranean Sea would be included in ECA areas.

Effects would be even devastating for the Motorways of the Sea, mari-
time services alternative to road transport. In fact, Baltic and Mediterra-
nean are the areas in which motorways of the sea are mainly diffused.

Huge bunker cost increase, leading to a proportional increase of trans-
port tariffs, would shift back immediately to the road most of the trucks 
presently transported by sea. Final result would be paradoxical: Sox emis-
sion produced by the Motorways of the sea would drop to zero, due to 
the closure of the maritime lines, but other polluting emissions and other 
negative externalities of the European Transport System, would grow ex-
ponentially, due to the increase of the traffics by trucks.  

It is very hard to accommodate the drastic sulphur content reduction 
in the fuel to be used in ECA areas, even involving Mediterranean Sea, 
with the development of the Motorways of the Sea, as the only sustain-
able alternative to the road transport, strongly promoted for years by the 
European Union.

The expected scenario for the international Shipping is very compli-
cated and fragile. If the onerous instruments for CO

2
 emissions reduction 

that are going to be defined would be applied, and the sulphur content 
limitations fixed for the fuel to be adopted in ECA areas would be con-
firmed, effects on worldwide and especially European economy could be 
terrible. 

The general impression is that the emotional aspect is prevailing and no 
costs-benefits analysis on the measures to be adopted has been carried out.

Perhaps, starting from the concept that Shipping is already the more 
sustainable transport mode, it would be easier to focus on more efficient 
and less devastating measures.

The fixation at 0,5% of the sulphur content of marine fuel is a fair tar-
get that can be reached without particular shocks for the market. The best 
deadline for its implementation could be 2025 and the Authorities should 
have to control that refinery industry would organize its productive proc-
esses for supplying adequate quantities of fuel without any speculation 
on the prices. 

This sulphur content limit must be valid everywhere, ECA areas in-
cluded. 

Shipping Companies that would want to adopt this type of fuel before 
than 2025, should have to receive incentives to cover the extra costs sus-
tained compared to normal bunker.

CO
2
 emissions reduction focusing on energy efficiency of the ves-

sels could be obtained in a more direct and effective way compared to 
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the announced shipping ETS or any taxation on the bunker. It would be 
sufficient to plan the compulsory scrapping of older, more obsolete and 
sub-standard vessels, that represent just the units less efficient from the 
energy point of view. The scrapping could receive also some incentives, at 
least in Developing Countries.

At the same time, vessels more efficient, stated by the comparison of 
CO

2
 Operative index per category of ship, could benefit from incentives 

in terms of port taxes or port services cost reductions.
In this way, with a single instruments, it would be possible to reach 

multiple objectives:

– higher energy efficiency of the world fleet.
– Shipping CO

2
 emissions reduction.

– Sox, Nox and other polluting emissions reduction.
– Quality standard improvement of the world fleet, with benefits in 

terms of safety and marine pollution prevention.

This instrument would bring benefits to the Shipping market too, today 
dominated by a serious problem of overcapacity. In fact, scrapping older ves-
sels it would be possible to restore the balance between demand and offer.

Also the Shipbuilding Industry, today in serious trouble, could get 
crucial benefits, due to the new orders of efficient and environmentally 
friendly vessels.  

New vessels to be build, would require steel, equipments, engines, 
software and hardware. The impact on the satellite industries will be 
enormous in terms of turnover and employment.

The higher attention that must be dedicated to the control of environ-
mental pollution coming from Shipping, not necessarily needs to involve 
additional costs for the operators and the market. Using simple, immedi-
ate and transparent instruments, it can even become a new opportunity 
for a worldwide sustainable economic development.

Naples, 14 May 2009




